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Two BG dance clubs have dress codes
that prohibit specific types of
clothing,butisit...

Frat members now
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Friends
to gather
supplies
for victims
Items will go to
children effected in
Biloxi by Katrina

By Naiata Skwa

By Miranda Bond

REPORTER

MANAGING EDITOR

The academic bar has been
raised for IFC fraternities on
campus after a spring 2005 vote
tipped the GPA minimum from
2.4 to 2.5 — but recruitment is
still going strong
These changes for the IFC
fraternities went into effect this
fall semester. "They are very
much into standards," said
Ron Binder, director of Greek
Affairs and associate director of
Resident Life for BGSU.
IFC is not the only organization that has a minimum GPA
requirement. Presidents of
the organizations "GIB, NIPHC
and NPC all have to have a
cumulative GPA of 2.5 a pervious semester of 2.5 and Ithey
have to maintain a| 2.5 while in
office," says Chelsea Howard,
the Public Relations chair for
the Panhellinic council.
The office of Greek Affairs
has implemented a system to
aid sororities and fraternities in
verifying grades of perspective
Greeks. Beginning this semester the office has given chapters
the option of verifying students'
GPAs before a bid is extended.
IFC and NPHC group's
numbers have been steady
and increasing.
According to Binder, IFC
fraternities' numbers are up
12 percent this fall and NPHC
sororities are also up slightly.
Binder plans to work on
recruiting new students and
retaining those students who
are already a part of Greek life.
Binder says the Greek Affairs
office will "begin measuring
the retention rates." This fall
semester is the first time that
this idea will be implemented
and the numbers will be measured at the beginning and the
end of each semester.
Recruiting for potential
Greeks took place during two
weekends in September. Karri
Moore, the coordinator for
Greek Affairs, reported that
315 girls began the recruitment period.
Howard, feels that fall
semester had an "incredibly successful recruitment
|which| worked out very
well."

Juniors Jen Stacy and Lindsay
Gottschalk are drawing inspiration from their passion for
their profession to help the
youngest victims of hurricane
Katrina.
The two friends who are
majoring in Karly Childhood
Education began talking
about how they could help the
children effected by Katrina
shortly after the hurricane hit.
"With us being teachers it
(helping the kids| is something we are interested in,"
said Gottschalk.
They decided that since
donations typically consist of
food and clothing, they would
collect children's books and
school supplies.
The girls set up boxes in
various locations on campus
where students and staff are
encouraged to drop off children's books, school supplies
such as pens, paper, makers
and back packs. Beside the
boxes are envelopes where
monetary donations can be
made.
Donations collected will
be given to the Biloxi Public
School District. They decided
to donate to this particular
dislrict because Gottchalk's
boyfriend who is in the Navy
is stationed close to Biloxi and
she is familiar with the area.
Biloxi schools Director of
Administrative Services Tim
Havard, said that they are
happy to receive donations.
He said that they have already
receive a large amount of
donations from people all
over the nation.
"We are overwhelmed by
the generosity of the U.S.," he
said. Donations coming into
Biloxi are being organized by
two teachers and are being
stored in a warehouse. Havard
said that the district is most in
need of bottled water because
the public water supply hasn't
been cleared for drinking He
said school supplies are next
on the list because so many of
the children lost their supplies
along with their homes.

Some students think
dress code is unfair,
unnecessary—club
owners tout safety
benefits they've seen
By Andrea SI ivka
REPORTER

On a Thursday night last fall, Alwyn
Reid, a junior at BGSU, planned
to spend his night having fun at a
Bowling Green club. But when he
got to the door, he and his fraternity
brother weren't allowed to enter
because they were wearing white
T-shirts.
Reid asked the bouncer if
he could go home, change,
and return to the club, but
was told he couldn't after
having been seen with the
white T-shirt on that night.
As Reid argued with the
bouncer, he claims to have seen
another male wearing a plain white
T-shirt walk out of the club
The only difference he could see?
Reid was African-American while
the man walking out of the club
was Caucasian.
Unable to shake the lingering
feeling of unfairness, Reid won't
return to the club — citing what
he claims is a dress code doublestandard.
In downtown Bowling Green,
two clubs have dress codes that
students say target "urban-wear"
—Uptown-Downtown and Skybar
Night Club.
As BGSU students continue to
be turned away for wearing the
wrong clothing, more and more say
tlie dress codes seem unfair and
unnecessary, while bar owners and
managers tout the dress codes for
ensuring patron safety.
On his first time at Uptown in
January 2004, Mark Moody, junior,
was denied admittance to the club
for wearing a football jersey, which
is a violation of their dress code.
He was also escorted out of
Uptown this past Friday for wearing his hat crooked — also a violation.
Moody, a Caucasian student, said
he's seen the dress code enforced
CLUBS, PAGE 2
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Couple revitalizes, takes
over jewelry business
The Waddingtons aim
to offer low priced
jewelry for students
8y Chris M*
REPORTER

When Ben and Jen Waddington
met each other at a party in
Bowling Green they had career
goals and high expectations for
their future. They didn't envision
that they would own and operate the town's biggest jewelry store
shortly after graduation.
Ben, a 2004 graduate of the
University earned his BFA in digital
arts, had no experience in the jewelry business. However, when lens
former employer, Howard lewelers

RSA listens to
students requests,
creates single rooms

on Main Street, told the couple they
were selling their jewelry business,
they jumped at the opportunity
and started Waddington lewelers
and Engraving.
"I guess we were in the right
place at the right time," Ben said.
"We didn't want to pass up the
opportunity."
len, a graduate jeweler from the
Gemological Institute of America,
who was pursuing a career in jewelry, was planning on opening a
small engraving and repair shop in
southern Ohio when she was told
that the shop she worked for was
going up for sale. Upon hearing the
news the couple planned on buy-

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

New housing options in
McDonald provide privacy

WAODINGTON, PAGE 2
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By Wiiam Scott
REPORTER

The fourth floor in McDonald
Hall East was made into single
rooms for the first time this year.
The freshman residence hall is
populated by approximately
1,200 students.
During the summer, the
Resident Student Association
and Office of Residence Life,
launched a pilot program to see
how freshmen would react to an
environment where they lived
in a single room, surrounded by
other freshmen in double rooms

BLING BLING i Ben and Jen Waddington examine some jewelry at
Waddington Jewelry Store on Main Street.

Students assigned to live in
McDonald were sent a survey to
see if they would like living in a
single room.
Of the students who were sent
these surveys, 56 responded saying that they were interested.
Based on the results, the fourth
floor of MacDonald East was converted into a single-room floor.
"We've never had an entire
floor of single rooms intentionally before," said Mike
Freyaldenhoven, hall director in
McDonald. "Housing is trying to
do something to attribute to students needs."
Resident Advisors for the floor
— Martina Tayek, senior, and
MCDONALD, PAGE 2
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Bar owners dispute claims
"We've had an increase in customers since it's been enforced,"
for students of all races, but he Karcher said. "People feel safer."
But Heid questions why die
still doesn't think it's necessary
dress codes are even needed
—or fair.
"I wasn't underage drinking in a rural college town like
and I wasn't causing a fight," Bowling Green.
"I'm in college. I'm not going
Moody said. "Because of a hat, I
to a club to fight. I'm going to go
was kicked out"
But club managers are con- dance," Reid said.
And Jakell Wilson, president
fident their dress codes have
played a major role in deterring of NAACR thinks the clubs have
their dress code all wrong
violence inside the clubs.
She questions banning urban
And according to Rodney
Ileming, managing attorney for apparel to prevent gang activStudent Legal Services, clubs ity in Bowling Green because the
have the legal right to enforce current dress codes ignore what
gang members actually wear to
any dress code they want.
"Liquor establishments' are identify themselves.
"Gangs are all about colors,"
allowed to refuse admittance to
Wilson said. "The last thing a
anyone," Fleming said.
But liquor establishments can't gang member will wear is a white
T-shirt."
keep people out based on race.
Wilson also doesn't like
"If staff is biased or racist —
therefore they enforce their dress the implication made by the
code in a racist manner — then dress codes.
"It seems like they're making
that's a violation of the individuthe assumption that all people
al's civil rights," Fleming said.
So as long as a dress code is that wear urban apparel—which
enforced against both genders is most often people of color —
and people of all ethnicities con- are gang members," Wilson said.
Wilson also questions why
sistently, the dress code isn't dissome clubs have televisions that
criminatory, Fleming said.
Doug Dom, owner of Skybar, show rap music videos, where
did not return calls by The BG artists often wear the same clothing that is banned in the clubs.
News for this story.
"It's contradictory because they
But Jason Karcher, manager
of Uptown-Downtown, said play urban music, but ban urban
dress codes for both the Uptown apparel," Wilson said.
lohn Gauld, general manager
dance club and the Downtown
sports bar are enforced fairly for of function Bar & Grill, said his
club doesn't have a dress code.
everyone.
Gauld believes that what peo"It's not something that's
discriminating
because ple wear is unrelated to whethwe enforce it for safe- er they will cause problems in
ty," Karcher said. "White, the club.
"We don't think that because
green, or yellow — it doesn't
people dress a certain way that
matter."
The dress codes at Uptown - they act a certain way," he said.
Gauld believes apparel doesn't
Downtown were put in place
a few years ago because, even factor into fights because
according to Karcher, they had nine out of ten fights are caused
problems with past gang activ- by something that happens before
ity, with gang signs allegedly the participants get to the bar.
On weekends, Junction norflashed across the dance floor.
Hired to ensure the safety of mally plays lop -it) hits on their
patrons at Uptown-Downtown dance floor and only plays other
are bouncers like Andy Ransom, urban music when requested.
The bar also has specialized
who supports the dress
code, and is confident that it nights, such as country night
on Tuesdays.
improves safety.
But Gauld wonders what
"We just want [the clubl to be
would happen if function
safe and fun," Ransom said.
Veteran bouncers at the club had a dress code similar in
keep an eye on new bouncers, nature to tiiose banning some
overseeing their enforcement urban apparel.
"Why would we have country
of the dress code, Ransom said.
The dress codes at Uptown- night and not allow people wearDowntown are now enforced on ing country hats?" Gauld said.
Student leaders plan to investheir busiest nights —Thursday
through Saturday — on the rec- tigate the enforcement of dress
ommendation of the Bowling codes downtown, as well as the
Green Police Department reasons behind them.
Brian Dixon, political action
to prevent future problems,
chair of Latino Student Union,
according to Karcher,
Karcher is confident that the believes the issue is very impordress codes have been effective tant to University students.
"Whenthedresscodeseemsto
because of decreased fights and
obviously target a racial minorgang activity.
CLUBS,FROM PAGE 1

TOGETHER WE ALL
ACCOMPLISH MORE
TEAMWORK: Matt Bechstein helps his father Loren build a
new door for their barn. Their barn — built in 1955 alter their
previous one burned down — is almost too small for their
combine to fit inside, so they are building an addition and
making bigger doors. Along with the addition and barn doors,
the Bechstein's are also residing the barn. The Bechstein's
400 acre farm which produces wheat, beans, and corn is
located on Aufderstrasse Road, East of Bowling Green. The
father and son team are keeping busy while waiting to cut
down the beans and corn for the winter.
Brandon Heiss BGNe*s

Single rooms arrive in Mac hall
MCDONALD. FROM PAGE 1
Mitch kipler. junior— said ihai
students haven1! had any problems with their rooms so far. and
that they are coping well
"Some first-year students
do have problems with homesickness and depression, but
the Hour is very sociable and
students can no to their rooms
when they want their privacy,"
said l.ivck
Kut that sense of privacy
can potentially cause students
to become anti-social, said
i reyaldenhoven.
"By not allowing community involvement, students

could shut themselves off
from everyone else," he said
"If we don't get them involved,
then we will lose them
as students."
On the plus-side, students
with singles may have the
opportunity to become more
academically focused without
another person present, said
l-'reyaldenhoven.
And if the program proves
to be a success, additional
singles may be added to the
hall next year, according to
Freyaldenhoven.
"It's a good idea to see if the
program is strong," he said.
"We'll evaluate it and see if we

were successful, and perhaps
implement more singles into
McDonald next year."
But maybe not so many singles will be converted al once,
said kipler.
"We're not sure if there
will be singles next year even
though there's a large interest,"
he said. "There's simply not
enough room."
Despite worries over the
future of singles in McDonald,
Freyaldenhoven believes the
program has the potential to
succeed.
"judging on the last six
weeks, I believe we tan make
it work." he said.

Jeweler offers variety for all ages
WA0DINGT0N. FROM PAGE 1
tag some of the equipment from
the old business, however, when
the) were given a price to buy
the whole shop, they purchased
the entire business.
Thecouple now has high hopes
ol transfomiing the historically
higher priced |cvvelr> store into
something more affordable for
everybody
'We try 10 have tilings that
appeal :i little mom to the college aged kids." len said "Wfe
are trying to get things that are
a little more age appropriate for
our location."
With new lines of less expensive lashion jewelry and watches,
c i mpledwith younger ownership,
U'aridington is starling to see

rnore college aged customers.
Were Irving to appeal a lot
more tn the college kids and that's
kind nl hard too, because the former store had nothing under
COO," added Hen. "Once they do
get in here they melts it's not an
uptight, typical jewelry store. You

know, we're college kids, we want
them to come in."
After opening up the business
in rebniary, just a few months
after their college graduations,
the young couple is now preparing for the busiest pan of the
jewelry season. I lowcver, the two
believe that they're more than
ready and capable of handling
the extra business.
By offering jewelry that ranges
from less than $100 to several
thousands of dollars, they believe
their store has something for
everybody. With over 14 full cases
of jewelry, the store offers a variety of diamond rin^s sterling silver, picture frames and engraved
gifts.
"We have the high end, but
we also understand that people
can't afford it. so we carry a broad
spectrum. So far the reception has
been great," Ben said. "Everyone
says that the atmosphere is a lot
more lively and upbeat than the
fonner store and most jewelry
store. We just want to get people
to come in"
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The Ladies of Phi Mu
would like to congratulate...

I ocated on Main Street next
to Panera Bread, Waddington
Jewelers and Engraving is open
Tuesday thru Friday 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. and Saturday's 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

DRESS CODES
DOWNTOWN: No skull caps,
bandannas, wave caps, visors,
bucket hats (fishing hats), or
oversized hats.
Hats must be worn properly, in
the toward or backward position.
Pants and shirts must be
worn property (pants around
hips, shirts on completely and
properly).
No excessive jewelry. Large
chains must be fucked into
shirt
UPTOWN (THURSDAY
THROUGH SATURDAY): No
sweat or wind pants (or workout
type clothing), jerseys, muscle
shirts, or velour outfits.
No skull caps, bandannas,
stocking caps, sweat bands,
wave caps, visors, buckets hats,
or over-sized hats.
Hates must be worn properly in
the foward or backward position.
No backpacks, large bags, and
oversize fluffy coats must be
checked at he coat check or left
inside the car.
No excessive jewelry. Large
chains must be tucked into
shirt.
SKYBAR: The official dress code
has not been finalized at this
time.
ity, we need to ask whether or not
we want to live in a community
where any level of discrimination is tolerated," he said.
Dixon wants student organizations to work together on
the issue.
"This needs to be a joint effort
between our organizations so
we can combine resources and
strategies," Dixon said.
Aaron Shu maker, president
of the Undergraduate Student
Government, wants students to
report any instances of possible
discrimination to their student
senators.
"If this is an issue that affects
you please come to us and let us
know," Shumaker said.
But Shumaker wants to make
it a positive situation for everyone involved — both the clubs
and students.
"(Let's) make it a win-win situation for everyone," he said.
Editor's Note: NAACP will be
having a meeting to explore the
dress code issue next Tuesday,
October 4 at 8 p.m. in 315 of
the Union.

Friends devote Fall Break to relief drop-off
Stacy and Gottschalk have
plans to drive to Biloxi over fall
Biloxi students started back break to drop off the supplies
to school on Monday, but with that they collect. While they said
only nine of their 11 schools they have questioned how safe it
is to enter a hurricane
open.Twooftheschools
disaster area, they said
were destroyed in the
hurricane,
llavard
that they aren't worried
said that enrollment
about it.
on Monday was half
"Our main concern is
of what it was before
getting enough supplies
the storm. This is due
to make a difference at
to the great amount
the school," said Stacy.
of structural damage
The two friends are
LINDSAY
the storm caused. So
focused on collecting as
GOTTSCHALK
many houses were
much as they can and
SENIOR
destroyed that many
are drawing resources
students fled with
outside of campus
their families out of Biloxi for help. They are asking local
to live with family across Bowling Green businesses and
the country.
friends, family and businesses
"One side of our city lost from their home towns for help.
80 percent of its structures,"
Both girls' families have supsaid llavard.
ported and became involved in

their effort. Gottechalk's father floor of the Education Building
is co-owner of a company that and in 365 of the Education
will be making a donation. Building, in the Honors Office
Stacy's mother is a teacher in her in Harshman 126 and in the
hometown and Stacy said she Phi Mu house.
is pulling strings there
Donations are curto get used books. Both
rently being exceptStacy's and Gottchalk's
ed from now until
mothers will be accomThursday, Oct. 6. Stacy
panying them on their
is hopeful that she will
drive to Biloxi.
see the boxes fill up.
Even though Katrina
"I think it's really
struck weeks ago the
good to donate to
girls see the need for the
show how one school
IEN
nation to continue to
cares for another,"
STACY
donate and support the
she said. "How Ohio
SENIOR
affected areas.
cares for other parts of
"It doesn't mean that
the nation."
now that everyone is cleaning
For more information conup that we should say 'okay we tact Jen Stacy at 513-543-0779 or
donated now we don't care any- Lindsay Gottechalk at 419-305more,'" said Gottschalk.
1323 or visit the Biloxi Public
Donation boxes are located in School District Web site at www.
the reading center on the fifth biloxischools.net

BGSU Department of Theatre & Film presents...
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HURRICANE. FROM PAGE 1

PEARLED BY JOHNCOZART

PEARLED BY ANDREW HARTMAN

Also...

I VV

music and lyrics by Jason Robert Brown

ENGAGED TO BRIAN LADD

ONE MOMENT.
ENGAGED TO JOHN NORMAN

Congratulations Ladies!
i

September 28, 29. 30 and October 1 at 8pm
October 2 at 2pm
Eva Mane Saint Theatre

Calf the Box Office at
419-372-2719.

M
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CLIMATE CHANGE CAUSES HURRICANE RAGE
IOWA CITY, Iowa (U-Wire) — After two of the
strongest storms in history devastated the Gulf
Coast within weeks of each other, some University of
Iowa researchers are linking hurricanes Katrina and
Rita to global climate change and its effect on the
environment.

CAMPUS

Class from seed to feed
Drexel's culinary arts
program teaches
growing and cooking
By Marilynn Marler
mi

In the quest for knowledge of
foods and flavors, instruction
can take many forms.
For some students in Drexel
University's culinary arts
program, that means studying one aspect of their chosen vocation literally from the
ground up.
They are currently sowing, tending and harvesting
many of the vegetables that
will be cooked and served in
their kitchen classroom and
student-run Bistro.
Under the tutelage of
William Woys Weaver, about
10 students each semester
participate in the Kitchen
Garden — otherwise known
as Culinary 425 or "Weeding
101." Through this elective
course, they gain hands-on
experience in organic gardening, awareness of heirloom
vegetables, and appreciation
for the flavors and textures
that fresh and varied foods
bring to the table.
Weaver limits the class size
to be better able to mentor
each student. A renowned food
historian and author, Weaver
also teaches an honors course,
American Taste, at Drexel.
Kitchen Garden students,
such as Elizabeth Curtis, 20,
a junior from Fairfax Station,
Va„ sometimes "discover" new
foods (at least new to them)
in the class. In Curtis' case, it
was eggplant.
"I didn't know anything
about gardening, and now I'm

Her favorite in the
garden?
"There's the Peruvian
red-speckled tomato that
I think is just phenomenal-tasting," she said.
Some of the harvest is
directed to the Bistro, an
on-campus restaurant
that provides students
with practical experience
as they rotate through
jobs in both the kitchen
and front-of-house.
The Bistro, on the
sixth floor in Drexel's
culinary arts center at
33d and Arch Streets,
will reopen for the fall
semester in mid-October,
serving
four-course
dinners on Tuesdays and
three-course lunches
on Thursdays.
With chefs becoming
superstars and demand
BONNIE WELLED KRT
for food-service employGREEN THUMB: Elizabeth Curtis works in the student-tended heirloom
ees growing steadily,
garden at Drexel in Philadelphia. The students cook with the results.
training
programs
around the area have
definitely confident enough vor and fragrance to recipes,
to grow my own," she said a as well as garlic chives, now expanded as well. Some of
the accredited schools on the
few weeks ago, after she had in bloom.
With raised beds and ver- accompanying list, includcompleted the three-month
summer session. "It's surpris- tical gardening techniques ing the Restaurant School
ing how much different really including trellises, the class at Walnut Hill College here
has maximized plantings and the Culinary Institute
fresh foods can taste."
An important lesson for any and has had a particularly of America in New York, also
offer non-credit courses open
productive season.
would-be chef.
Now in its third year, "the to the public.
In the Drexel garden, vines
Meanwhile, scholarship
are laden with Rond de Nice garden is finally where we
(French round) zucchini and like it," Weaver said. "It's pro- assistance is available for
nine varieties of tomatoes ducing well." The harvest those qualified and inter— yellow, zebra-striped, red- will continue through the ested in career and degree
speckled, and more. There fall, tended by a new crop of programs.
Whole Foods Markets is
are eight kinds of peppers. student farmers.
"I'm amazed at how many offering five $2,000 grants to
And the eggplant. Nearby are
Austrian Crescent potatoes types of every vegetable there be awarded by the Culinary
underground and a stand of are. There are hundreds of Society of Philadelphia in
laponica striped corn, climb- tomatoes," said KateAnzalone, December to area students
ing high above. Three types of 20, of Baltimore, a junior in the pursuing careers in the
culinary arts this fall.
basil are available to add fla- culinary arts program.

n>e calendar of cwnu is taken from
httpV/cwntibgsiudu/

I a.m. - 6 p.m.
"10 Students Who Spent 10 Days in
a Van Exploring"
See how Fine Arts students spent their
spnng break! Visit the new Union Art
Gallery exhibit, which runs through Oct.
1. Gallery hours are Monday through
Saturday. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. and Sunday,
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Union Galleries
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Hurricane Relief Collection. Catholic Newman
Club and the St. Thomas More University
Parish Community is sponsoring a colecton tor the victims of Hurricane Katrina. St.
Tom's will function as a drop off site for the
International Service of Hope Program. Boxes
will be placed in the res-halls for items, or
donations may be taken directly to St. Tom's
(across from Mac). Needed Items: tarps/
ropes, canned frunVwggies, canned meats,
cleaning supplies, purchased water bottles.

0

which is honey-flavored. She said
they used aloe vera from Warren
laboratories instead of water to
make each batch.
When he got back to work,
By Megan Wright
U-WIRE
Webb said he succeeded in makSome people stereotype col- ing a wholesome beer and wine
lege students as beer-guz/Jing by using only healthy ingredidrunkards, an image egged on by ents, such as the aloe vera. Since
movies like "Animal House" and the aloe vera absorbs more nutrients, he said it keeps the drinker
"American Pie."
Business administration senior from becoming dehydrated.
This beer and wine will not
loseph Webb doesn't
give you a hangover,"
drink gallons of beer
"It wasn't
he said. "You'd wake
night after night
up the next morning
like the stereotype
until
I
fine, but you'd get
implies. He brews his
was about drunk all the same."
own beer and wine,
Since making wine
"It's fun, it's inter20 that I
is a long process
esting," he said. "It's
decided
not completed in
kind of a 'forgotten
art' type of thing."
alcohol was one weekend, Webb
had to return from
In high school,
cool, and I Arlington, Texas, to
an indifferent Webb
attended a wine
wanted to his parents' home
two more times to
tasting party with
make it." complete the prohis mother and
cess. Tanner said they
stepfather.
JOSEPH WEBB,
bottled the wine in an
"1 was 16 or 17 at
SENIOR
estimated 125 bottles
the time, so alcohol
on Webb's last visit.
surprisingly had no
After they made die alcohol,
interest to me whatsoever," he
said. "It wasn't until I was about county laws prohibited its sale in
20 that 1 decided alcohol was the laboratories,
'We had two options — throw
cool, and 1 wanted to make it."
When he was a Mocheniblf) it away or drink it," Webb said.
major, Webb worked at Wanvn "My boss sent it home with me
laboratories in Abbott, Texas, to give to my frat brothers."
I lis Kappa Alpha Order fraterand his boss challenged him to
nity brothers, like lason Nadeau,
make healthier beer and wine.
So Webb went to his parents' appreciated the gift. Nadeau, an
house in New Mexico to learn accounting junior, said he likes
how to make wine from his step- Webb's beers and wines better
father, who has made award- than those from bars.
"I've never got wasted off
winning wine for 22 years.
Webb's mother, hiurye laniiei. anything I've made," he said.
said the three made five fla- "That'd be like asking a culivored wines: Peach, strawberry, nary student if it's just about
bing cherry, merlot and a mead, getting fat."

i^HLaflLai^BW ^*»Bi^

flashlights/batteries, manual can openers,
bug repellent, toilet paper, hand wipes, baby
formula/food, and diapers. Donations can be
dropped off at the Church between the hours
of 9 am.-9 pm
St. Thomas More University Parish. i25
Ihurstin Ave.

8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Chris Buzzelli. guitar
Concert series featuring faculty of the
College of Musical Arts. Free and open
lo the public.
Department ol Theatre
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical

MsCenter
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Leading Lights: BGSU Alumni Artists
Exhibition
Current art faculty invited a 30-year selection of outstanding graduates, both MFA
and BFA, to participate in this celebration
display of work by 35 of the School of Art's
most successful former students. This
inspiring collection of works in many different media is sponsored by the BGSU Alumni
Association, Graduate College, College of
Arts & Sciences, School ol Art and Fine
Arts Center Galleries. The exhibition is free,
accessible and open to the public.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

8 p.m.
"Songs for a New Wodd"
BGSU Department of Theatre & Film
presents "Songs for a New World"
by lason Robert Brown.
Tickets: Adults $10. Children (under 12)
$5 Call the Box Office al 372-2719. For
more information contact: Theatre Box
Office, 419-372-2719
Eva Mane Saint Theatre
8 p.m. -10 p.m.
iPod DJ Night in the Black Swamp Pub
Union Pub

Brandon HelK BGNews

DROP ONE: BGSU Students cheer on Jody the cow to relieve herself during cow chip bingo
yesterday. In cow chip bingo, a checkerboard is spraypainted in the grass and everybody
gets a square on the board. A winner is determined when Jody "chips" in their square.

TWO BEDROOM RENTALS
Avmkihle Immediately to August 5,2006 Noon or Immediately to May 6, 2006 Noon
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Forgotten art of
brewing appeals to
health conscious

TOOT A WINNER
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Student brews
personalized beer
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Starting at $400.00 per month, deposit $40000
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I ANY Mechanical Repair I

TWO PERSON RATES
Starting at $470.00 per month, deposit $470.00
THREE PERSON RATES
Starting at $530.00 per month, deposit $530.00
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QUOIEI'NQrOTE
"I've overseen over 150 presidentially
declared disasters. I know what I'm
doing, and I think I do a pretty
darn good job of it."
former FEMA director MichaeJ Brown
(imiuom)
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OPINION

Address the dress code problem
There are two sides to every

outfit

Dress codes at some downtown liars and dubs are a point of
disagreement between students
;uid txtr owners.
Bar owners feel they are protecting their patrons and staff
from "(fang activity" by enforcing
dress codes.
Students feel the rules are
"unnecessary and "unfair."
The sntdent feelings that the
dress codes may be motivated
by racist undertones complicates

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the dress codes at
downtown bars are unfair? Send
an e-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feedback on our Web
site.

the matter exponentially.
Obviously, there are different
interests at work here. It remains
unclear whether the students'
allegations are true.

But if we feel there is a serious
civil rights problem in our own
backyard, why are we not actively
pursuing a solution?
LSU, BSU and NAACP have
made their opinions on this
topic known. Now it is time for
those groups and others who feel
strongly to put actions behind
their words.
The organizations need to
unite and organize for their
cause. They must identify a common solution and work together
toward that goal.

Racial profiling should be history
STAFF
EDITORIAL

I Wire
ilw Independent Cxille^ian
Unhvrsityiif'htledo
Nobody has been referring to the State of Ohio
as a major trendsetter
lately, but now it seems like we
may be perpetuating a nasty,
old habit.
The Ohio Ilighway Patrol
has shown a pattern of racial
profiling in its traffic stops and
arrests, especially in the northwestern part of the state on the
Ohio Turnpike, according to
an investigation by The Blade.
Correct us if we're wrong, but

don't we live in an integrated
society where nobody is discriminated against (lawfully)
because of race?
Why, then, in 2004 were 24
I lispanic and six black people
arrested by the Highway Patrol,
compared to only one white person, as The Blade reported?
When our population is
statistically made up of mostly
whites, it seems like those arrest
statistics should be skewed in a
different direction.
Millions of dollars of drugs
were seized in these stops, The
Blade said. But how many of the
traffic stops that resulted in dnig
seizure were because of legitimate
police work? And bow many
more millions of dollars passed by
patrol cars because their drivers
were white?
Only one Ohio State Patrol offi-

cer has been disciplined for racial
profiling, which happened three
years ago near Dayton, according
to The Blade. This could be good
news, but ifs more likely bad.
Several cases against minorities
pulled over by the Highway Patrol
were dropped because of insufficient evidence, The Blade said.
If patrolmen expect to catch
criminals transporting drugs
across the state, they should find
a more legitimate way to do so
and not make up bogus excuses to
pull over minorities. TTie Highway
Patrol doesnt seem to be looking
at this on a large-scale basis, and a
consulting firm who was investigating the issue stopped because
of a lack of funds.
We have a serious problem on
our hands, but our state officials
(who probably notice) don't seem
to care.

Give founders credit, not blame
MIKE
WOODALL
Guest Columnist
I'm not going to blame Ms.
Bzymek for her lack of support in her September 26
argument for... well... I'm not
too sure.
I'm not going to blame the BG
News for the lack of supervision
they have over their editors
But, I guarantee dial I will not
be blaming the founders of our
( i institution for the problems
stemming from the natural
disasters occurring in Gulf States
such as Texas and Louisiana
I would like to congratulate
Ms. Bzymek for learning something in Political Science 101, but
during my three-plus years of
being a Political Science major I
have learned many things about
the political system.
Politicians are interested in
re-election, yes, but diey are also
interested in policy making and
institutional prestige. I low, you
ask, do they pass policy, gain
prestige, or get re-elected?
They work for the common
good of their constituents; otherwise they would not be successful. Why do they want this
prestige or policy passed?
They do it to further help the
people in the constituency. By
moving for this prestige and
policy making, they bring good
to their constituency, and if successful become re-elected.
Ms. Bzymek argues that things
are not working because of term
limits. I must then ask you why
93 percent of incumbents running for re-election are re-elected. Obviously they are doing

something right to be re-elected,
and seem to have plenty of time
to make change.
A slow process for change
allows for only the most important and most agreed upon
legislation to be brought up and
passed into law or policy, but
how dare you say that two to
four years are not enough time
to cause a significant amount of
change?
In that amount of time
Presidents Kennedy and
lohnson were able to pass the
Civil Rights Act
In that amount of time the
Nazi's were able to murder six
million Jewish people. In that
amount of time America was
able to crush the Nazi forces in
the Eastern world.
In only one day, a group of
radicals were able to change
our whole way of government
with four planes in the terrorist
attacksofSept.il.
In that length of time,
President Bush was able to pass
policies such as the No Child
Left Behind Act, and die Patriot
Act (both of which most liberals
hate... Maybe that is what the
founders were trying to protect
against.:
On the oilier hand, without
term limits what reason would
there be for politicians to work
for the people?
It would be much easier for
diem to work for their own
gain, or for the gain of another
— such as the Executive, their
own family, or for a corporation
that brings them financial gain.
With these term limits,
the minority have the ability to express themselves and
demand change.
Sure, we can blame President
Bush, Karl Rove, FEMA. the sen-
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ators of the ravaged states, the
governors and even the military,
but shouldn't we also blame the
people?
Why weren't they more ready
for this type of event?
Why didn't they question the
ability of the levees, the buildings, and the shelters?
Why didn't they question a
plan?
If people such as Mr. McQuid
or Mr. Schleifstein predicted this,
why didn't the people question
their officials?
Why did they blindly follow
their officials for years and years
through change of representation or lack thereof?
They must accept some of the
responsibility.
Ms. Bzymek, your cynicism is
taken harshly.
First, you blatantly lie, saying
you are not going to blame the
President for the actions in the
hurricane states, and then end
your column with"...we can
deduce that the general population doesn't believe the president is doing enough to solve
this problem."
Secondly, and even more
importantly, you poorly
attempt to blame the founders
of this country for the problems
occurring in the Gulf Region.
If you are not a fan of this
country, it's founding, or the
good it has brought its people
for over two hundred years, I've
got a perfect place for you.
Ever heard of Cuba? It doesn't
have term limits for its officials,
or democracy, or for that matter
a tree press.
Sounds like a perfect place for
you and your feelings of America.
Mike Woodall can be reached at
rmvoodal@bgsu.edu
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Students are not powerless.
They are only powerless if they
neglect their civic responsibilities to right wrongs when they
see them.
These groups should actively
organize and publicly boycott
the establishments they feel are
guilty of discrimination through
dress codes.
Patrons have enormous power
with their pocketbooks.
Legally, these bars and clubs
have a right to refuse admittance
to anyone, so long as it is not

based on the color of their skin.
Economically however, if businesses see enough of a drop in
patronage they will be forced to
re-evaluate their policies and (letter consider the consequences.
lust because a business is
allowed to do something, does
not mean diey should. It does not
mean that it makes economic or
social sense.
As a community, we should be
promoting unity, not division.
If bar and club owners recognize this as a divisive Issue, per-

haps they will be willing to reconsider their dress codes for the
good of die community.
Or, they may conclude that
safety is still a larger and more
eminent concern.
Snident groups need to take
bar owners' arguments into consideration and rationally assess
the situation.
Either way, the students who
feel strongly need to publicly
voice tiicir opinion in unity with
their dollars, so the businesses
can see how they truly feel.

PEOPLE Cindy Sheehan,

ON THE STREET

Do you think the
downtown bars should
have a dress code?

f

CHRIS ROGERS
GRAD STUDENT, CTE

7 think there should
be dress codes as long
as it is enforced
without bias."

£k
DANIELLE MYERS
JUNIOR, APPAREL
MERCHANDISING

"7 think BG is an
accepting community,
out dress codes
violate freedom of
expression."

JESSICA MILLS
JUNIOR, JOURNALISM

"No, the dress codes
seem like they are
against urban wear,
but the punk spikes
are still O.K."

GREG HALL
SENIOR,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"No, 1 think dress
codes are utterly
ridiculous."

saint or scum bag

Welcome, lad ies and
germs, to Washington,
D.C., this nation's
capital!
As you take in the sights and
sounds of D.C., please remember not to feed the politicians.
And don't forget to visit our
nation's greatest simultaneous saint and scum bag, Cindy
Sheehan!
si leehan, in case you've avoided die media lately, is the woman
who stepped into die national
spodight with a 26-day vigil outside President Bush's ranch in
Texas. I ler actions created a political (lame war on the airwaves,
and she's back in the spodight
again. This time, she was one of
many arrested Monday outside
theWhitellou.se.
Of course, diis means it's time
for both political camps to use
her to dieir advantage.
To the left, Sheehan is a saint
she's a politically active mother
who has experienced the horror
of her son dying in a war diat
she doesn't believe in. She's a
sympathetic figure who will not
go gentle into that good night.
With diis arrest, liberals will
turn her into a near-mythic
figure.
To the right, Sheehan is the
scum of die earth. She's a politically-motivated modier who is
using her son's death for political
purposes that he would never
want her to. She contributes
nothing to the debate, only serving to inflame the rhetoric.
With this arrest, conservatives
will point out her departure
from relevancy.
The reality, as usual, is somewhere in the middle. But, in the
trench warfare that American
politics has become, the middle
ground has become a dangerous
No Man's land, let's sec if I can
stand there without getting shot,
shall we?
On Monday, D.C. police arrested about 50, including Sheehan.
Far from an injustice, these
arrests were no surprise. The
group ended up in front of die
White I louse, and camped there
without any intention of moving.
They know this was illegal, and
expected to be arrested.
In other words, they were follcnving a pretty standard model
of action, similar to the civil
disobedience practiced by such
figures as Gandhi, King, and
Thoreau.
I use these examples not to
help the left craft her mythic
status, but to point out that
what she's doing is not new. She
acknowledged this fact when
she was quoted as saying, "the

J. MICHAEL
BESTUL
Opinion Columnist
whole world is watching."
But of the 100,000 or so protestors that showed up at the
capita] Monday, why does she
draw the attention, respect, or
ire ol the nation? She's not the
only one to have a beef with the
government.
Oh, right. It's the motivation.
With any other protestor, we
can easily applaud or discard
their motivation to protest.
Since Sheehan's motivation uses
someone's death, everything
becomes magnified.
Either she's a callous monster
using it for political gain, or a
brave figure spurred to turn a
tragedy into a chance for political awareness.
Which one is she?
Honestly, I'm less interested
in dial question than how others are answering it. I think the
eagerness to which the political
and media mouthpieces are
answering said question points
out a great problem that is still
festering in our nation.
More than anything else, the
case of Cindy Sheehan tells us
our political climate is still as
polarized .is ever.
I remember when elections
used to talk of the independent
voters as the largest and most
important bloc in the path to
presidency.
Nowadays, lines are drawn in
the sand, battlements are put
into place, and elections are
about capturing that 5 percent
who could swing a state "too
close to can"."
Since the election, we've had
Terry Schiavo, Guantanimo, the
filibuster, and Cindy Sheehan,
to name a few. in every case,
the arguments left the arena of
debate.
Mouthpieces no longer countered the opposing viewpoints;
they resorted to hyperbole,
unsupported assertions, and
character assassination. I'm just
wondering who decided that the
DC. zoo was a good model to
base our political arena on.
Cindy Sheehan is mourning,
protesting, tarnishing a death,
whatever. Good for her. Can
we disengage from the pointless process of name-calling or
aggrandizement, and simply discuss the war on its own terms?
/. Michael BestuI can be reached at
best@bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
6UEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usuaUy also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowiirtg Green area

POUCES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification ■
purposes. Personal attacks,unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thcnews@bgnews.com
with tin; subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column."0nly
c- mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: Why don't blind
people like to skydive?
A: It scares the hell out
of the dogs.

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

Written and Illustrated By led Davis, jadavis@bisu.edu

Rankings skip
BG's selling points
Every year we have the
Princeton college survey,
where they tell us what
the best colleges in America arc.
They list 361 colleges. Three
hundred and sixty freaking
one colleges and they don't list
BG. They listed Ohio University.
Honestly, if they're on the list,
how are we not? How is anyone
not in the top 361?
Oh look, the Bigsby School of
Journalism just listed me as one
of the best 787 million humor
writers in America. BG is one of
the 24 and a half best schools in
Ohio (the half college of course
being Akron).
Besides its list of top colleges,
Princeton has specific categories,
some of which are sort of logical:
best library, prettiest campus, etc.
They also factor in schools
where professors are real hands
on with their students. The winners of categories like those are
always obscure schools you've
never heard of that have like five
students and three professors.
No wonder they get a hands on
education: they're practically
being home schooled.
That's why I say we start
the Bowling Green Fantastic
Collegestravaganza Ratings
Review. The trick will be to only
have categories where we'll be
rated number one.
I lere are some of the best:
— School where you're most
likely to see a hodge-podge of
people playing Dance Dance
Revolution? Howling Green.
— Most likely to be walking
down the street and randomly
smell the most foul odor you've
ever smelted in your life and you
think to yourself. "Belt, is the circus in town?" and then suddenly
the smell disappears? Yeah. BG.
— School where you're most
likely to get scalded by simply
washing your hands because

JOSH
BENNER
IIwmnColumnist
of the super-charged hot water
heaters? Bowling Green again.
— Most likely to have students
steal food from a dining center?
loledo. Obviously.
So that's just the Stan of my
ideas: I know I propose things
in my columns all the time, like
when I suggested naming me
unquestioned king and tiller
of Bowling (hreen, but I really
think that this survey could go
somewhere. Some of I'riniTton's
categories are pretty obsolete.
For instance, top party school.
Aren't all colleges party schools?
Naming the biggest party school
is like saying "Restaurant most
likely to get food from."
But there are always some
schools that consistently place
in the top few; how do those
rankings change from year to
year, though?
I imagine this year when
Wisconsin is number one. OU
students are like, "Shoot. We really
got lackadaisical with our partying last year. We need to regroup,
start studying a little bit less and
focus on the goal: parrying like it's
1999 every single night."
Someone interrupts: "No man,
that's the problem, we're living in
the past. We have to start partying
like it's 2099. The future is now."
You laugh now, but in a few
months, you'll be coming hack
from OU. someone will ask you
how it was down then*, and
you'll be complaining about
the futuristic parties. "I wasn't a
big fan of their music — it was
a combination of techno and
Philip Glass, and then someone
hit me in the head with a plastic
lightsaber."

^otUst
Laundromat
Fr»#JWrele»* Internet • Coffee •
I OpenlDdry 7am - 11pm
^_
Ku|xKi*y & Single Load Wlapner* ;' ■

Car Wash
Open 34 hrs
"^
2 touchless automatic bays
4 do-it-yourself bays \»
(starts for jujt a SI]
N.
993 S

MAIN ST.

• 419.353.8206

Written and Illustrated By lohn Barkhimer Ir. johnktiebssu.edu
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Do you... Fear gaining weight?
Wish you could change the way you look?
Take diet pills, laxatives or make yourself vomit to lost weight?

You are not alone!
Women and Men at all stages
■ of recovery are welcome, All
sessions are strictly confidential.

The Right Choice For Your Future

Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with a world-renowned
faculty and slate of the art facilities - what more could you want in a professorial education?
Logan College students receive all this and morel If you are ready to accept the challenge
of graduate professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, clwopractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations, then Logan College
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is the place for you.
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income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic.
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Starting Fall Semester
Wednesday 5:30 - 7pm
Wellness Connection
Room 170 Student Health Service
for more inform
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Chiropractic...

Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at loganadm@logan.edu
to receive an information packet describing the world's fastest growing
healthcare profession. You can also visit our website at www logan.edu.

(contact Judy Miller, RN, MSN 419.372-7426
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TENNIS: THE FALCONS ARE READY TO COMPETE IN THE MAC. PAGE 7
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Women for Falcon
Football to meet

September 28,
2005

The Women lor falcon Football
will meet this Thursday night
from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at
theWxxlland Banquet room in
Woodland Towne Center.
The group will visit with
BGSU captains Teddy Piepkow,
Rob Warren, Mike Thaler, Steve
Sanders and Omar Jacobs.
People can bring food
for tailgating or make a $7
contribution.

www.benews.com/spof1s
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

CCHA media/coaches
poll picks Hockey to
finish in Eighth

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Both the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association's annual
coaches and media poll have
Bowling Green picked to finish
eighth. Fifty-four media members and all 12-league coaches
participated in the yearly poll.
Last season the Falcons finished fifth in the CCHA. posting a 13-12-3 record after
being picked to finish 10th and
11th respectively in last year's
preseason poll.

Volleyball
expects
hard fought
Miami battle
Coach Van DeWalle
hopes Ball State win
will motivate the team
By Jason A. MM
REPORTER

Bowling Green volleyball
coach Denise Van De Walle
decided to let her team linger
in the past one last time before
yesterday's practice.
"We did some really good
things against Ball State and I
want to let them see (the video
tape]," Van Dc Walle said. "And
of course, we want to celebrate
that victory a little more. It was a
sweet one."
But when the Falcons head
into tonight's Mid-American
Conference home opener
against Miami at 7 p.m., Van De
Walle is hoping the past serves
as motivation.
The Redhawks defeated BGSU
in a five-set match during last
year's only meeting. Both teams
have a 7-6 overall record, but the
Falcons sit a game atop Miami
(0-2) in the east division at 1-1.
Van De Walle, who said she
has only gotten to see tape of
Miami in the last year, expects
tonight's match to take on a
reoccurring theme.
"We know that almost every
time we play Miami it's a hardfought match," she said. "So we
expect to play a very good team
that is always competitive |with]
very good defense. But what we
have to do is take care of business on our side of the net.
"We have talked about how
we lost that match down there
in five and that's the one 1 didn't
get to see," she continued. "It's a
big match. I expect it to be very
competitive and hard-fought."
The Redhawks, coming off a
3-0 sweep to Toledo Saturday
night, are led by Carli Reihman
and Emily Schroeder, who
each average over three kills
per game.
Van De Walle doesn't believe
she will have to work hard to
get the team motivated. She said
the Falcons will be able to play
with the same intensity they displayed in snapping a 24-match
losing streak to Ball State.
"We know we need to play,"
she said. "We're not a team right
now that can just go out on the
floor and take opponents lightly.
We have to be in every play of
every point.
"We just want to make sure
that we concentrate on all the
things that we did well against
Ball State," she added. "When
we step out on the floor against
Miami, we want to compete."
The BGSU fans will makeabig
difference in howthe team plays,
according to Van De Walle.
"The players love playing in
front of a big crowd and so far
for our home matches, we've
had very good attendance, loud
fans and it does affect momentum," she said. "When you see
your home crowd standing on
their feet, kicking the bleachers,
whistling, clapping — it gets the
adrenaline going. So we want as
many people |as possiblel ... to
come out and see the team."
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GET SET. GO: Edgar Ramirez, sophomore, and Falcon teammates begin a recent race in Bowling Green, above. Ramirez was not able to race at their recent meet at Stanford
because he became ill. The Falcons finished 24th out ot 36 teams at their event at Stanford and are optimistic that they can continue to improve on the results.

Stanford race a turning point
Men hope for low
race times in All-Ohio
races after break
ByAdamMiezin
SPOUTS

Some road trips can be looked
at as disappointments, while
others can be used as turning
points in your season.
BGSU's Men's Cross Country
team hopes this past weekend's race at Stanford will be

their turning point.
The l:alcons finished 24th
out of 36 teams in the 8,000
meter race. But that lower
than expected finish didn't
deter some Falcons from being
optimistic
"The Stanford meet was just
the thing the team needed to
tune up for the bigger races
ahead. This race gave the
team valuable experience for
future races," Aaron Smuda,
freshman, said.

"The Stanford guys
ran a fast race. That
pushed me into a
sub-25 minute 8k."
ROGERS KIPCHUMBA. JUNIOR

Rogers Kipchumba led the
falcons with a season best time
of24:57.
That was good enough to
place him 41st out of 230

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

,

Although the setting — sunny
California — was different this
week for the BGSU women's
cross country team, the script
was the same. Sophomore
lamic Roflow once again led
her team as the Falcons placed
ninth out of 33 schools at the
Stanford Invitational.
Roflow, who has led her
team at all three of their meets
this year, placed 10th overall
in a field of 227 athletes. Her
time of 21:58 for the 6k race
was only 43 seconds off of
first place.
"It is a big step for lamie,"
coach i ami Wells said of her
finish. "1 think that she is now
starting to believe she can run
with anyone in the country. 1
have believed it for quite some
time but lamie is a very humble person and she doesn't let
anything go to her head."
For the second meet in a row
fellow sophomore Stephanie
Hillman was the next Falcon
to cross the finish line, placing
28th in 22:33.
"I got a new 6k PR (personal record | and felt great the
whole way, so it was a great
experience," said Hillman. "I
thought the course was tough,
but at the same time it felt
really good to be running in a
race with so many fast runners
to really push me to my limit."
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NO PAIN NO GAIN: The Falcons returned from California with better
tans and terrific times from Jamie Roflow and Stephanie Hillman.
Three juniors rounded out the
top five scoring places for BG.
Andrea Pollack placed 62nd in
23:30, Kim Settle was the 82nd
ninner with a time of 23:39 and
Bridget Dalic finished 103rd in

while setting a personal best
time at 26:55.
The Falcons came into the
race a bit short handed, with
Edgar Ramirez falling ill and
Kevin Kaighin tripping up during the race.
"We had one weekend
off without a meet before
Stanford," Kaighin said. "But,
it helps to take a weekend off
from racing now and then
MEN. PAGE 2

FOOTBALL

Roflow, Hillman shine
Tough race
produces personal
records for women

runners.
"The Stanford guys ran a fast
race. That pushed me into sub25 minute 8k." Kipchumba said.
"Individually, it was great; this
was my fastest time this season
and the fastest since coming
to America from Kenya. Team
wise, we needed to close the
gaps between us."
Other notable finishes by
BGSU were Bryan Jackson at
26:39 finishing 133rd and Brett
Finnan, who finished 143rd

24:01. Freshman Kara Buder
ran a 2430 and her classmate
Colleen Mora, i finished in 2502.
Host Stanford won the 6k
LADIES, PAGE 2

Football reflects
after Boise's blow
Team looks to find
missing intensity
against Temple

He recalled last year, when
that chip was firmly planted on the Falcons' shoulders
and Jovon Burkes lead the
defense with bodi a vocal and
By Sean Corp
physical presence.
SPORTS EDITOR
"lovon was a great leader...
It is hard to imagine that anyone a very inspirational leader. We
on the Falcons' football team need a guy to step up," Piepkow
could look at the Boise State said, and then quickly caught
blowout — where the Falcons himself. "I need to step up and
were outplayed in every facet be that leader."
of the game and lost 48-20—as
The 6-foot, 200 pound
a positive thing, but that was Piepkow is on the Butkus Award
the case with middle linebacker watch list — an award given
Ted "Teddy" Piepkow.
to die top linebacker in the
"I think if we came up with a nation. Last season, he was
win, 42-41, we wouldn't
second on the team in
have realized all of
tackles with 81, trailthe problems we were
ing only Burkes, and
having as a team," the
also had two intercepsenior and team captions. In 2002, he had
tain said. "I think we
77 tackles.
kind of lost that little
Piepkow has been
chip on our shoulder
slowed by nagging
that we played with
injuries throughout
TED PIEPKOW the season that have
the last couple years."
SENIOR
Apparently, that litlimited his playing
tle chip on the team's
time and effectiveness,
shoulder contained a lot of but he seems healthy and ready
things: the team's intensity, to reassert himself and the
emotion and passion.
defense against Temple
Coach Brandon has re"Teddy was pretty banged
emphasized playing with up, but 1 think he's over thata renewed sense of those said Brandon.
elements.
Even though he has been
"When we go into any place, hurt, Piepkow doesn't make
especially on national TV we excuses and he doesn't sugarneed to be the hitters, not the coat the play of the defense so
hittees," Brandon said.
Car this year.
As an experienced leader of
"The intensity of our defense
the defense. Piepkow knows the
buck stops with him.
F00TBAU.PAGE2
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Expectations raised
and beat them.
It will not be easy, but our
to rest up your legs and gel sport never is, we just have to
focused on the next race."
race as a team and race hard,"
Up next on the schedule for said Bryan lackson, junior.
Bowling Green is the All-Ohio
"We hope to place high and
Races in Delaware, Ohio on upset some big teams in the
Friday, Oct. 7.
league. I am specifically eye"We will be racing a handful ing the top spot after comof MAC teams at All Ohio and ing in fourth in the All-Ohio
our goal is to go out there and • championships last year,"
compete well against them added Kipchumba.
MEN, FROM PAGE 6

6k race tries team
LADIES. FROM PAGE 6

race and also the meet which
featured 20 different races for
over 3,000 high school and college athletes. The Cardinal's
Arianna Iambie won the 6k
in 21:15 while her teammate
Kathleen Trotter was the runner-up, finishing in 21:19.
Wells said it was important
for the team to gain additional
exposure by running against
high-caliber teams from other
parts of the country. However,
she didn't think her team was
intimidated by the size or
prestige of the meet.
"The team has been pretty
consistent all season, regardless of the competition," Wells
said. "I thought that they ran
very well this weekend but I
knowthatwecanstill improve
a lot."
Along with exposure, this
meet also gave the Falcons
an opportunity to compete
at the 6k distance instead of

their usual 5k. The regional
meet in November, which is
the qualifier for the NCAA
Championships, will also be
6k.
The team's ninth place Finish is a one-place improvement from t hei r fi n ish last yea r
at the same meet. Although
Wells was pleased with their
finish in the meet, she said her
runners still need to work on
stickingcloser together during
the race.
"The gaps between runners
are still too large and the bigger the meet the more those
gaps hurt you," Wells said.
After the meet, the runners spent Sunday exploring
San Francisco and toured
Alcatraz.
"It was great to be outside
in the beautiful California
weather," Hillman said of their
day of sight-seeing. "Alcatraz
was very interesting and a
unique experience."
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WOMEN'S TENNIS

Falcons aim for a top MAC spot
Season-opener
reveals flaw in Tennis'
mental game
By Jessica Ametait
RE PORTER

Coach Penny Dean learned two
things about her tennis team
at their season-opening BGSU
Invitational held on Saturday and
Sunday. First, the Falcons have
their work cut out for them if they
want to compete for a top spot in
the Mid-American Conference.
Second, they're ready and willing
to get to work.
Team scores were not kept
in the seven-team tournament,
but seven individual and three
doubles winners were crowned.
BG, however, didn't boast any
champions.
"Overall It was just fain we
have a long way to go," Dean
said. "We definitely need to work
on our mental game and that
mostly comes through playing
competitive matches. We have a
better idea of what direction to go
with our practices and everyone
is anxious to do that."
The Falcons' highest individual finish was freshman Stefanie
Menoff s second place in the fifth
flight. In her first collegiate tournament, Menoff won her first two
matches in straight sets, before
losing to Buffalo's Tina Jacob in
the finals, 7-6,6-4.
"I was really nervous when I
started playing," Menoff said. "I
didn't really know what to expect
since this was my first college
match. 1 just knew I wanted to do

really well, and I was happy with
how it turned out."
In doubles play, another freshman, Kelsey lakupcin, teamed
with Heidi Romer, senior, to
bring home a second place finish
in the second flight. IX-an said
she's excited about the chemistry
of this pair, which also lost to
Buffalo in the finals.
"This is the first time they've
ever played together and I
thought they had a really good
tournament," Dean said.
K. lakupcins sister, Ashley
laku|X'in, played in the top flight
for the Falcons in both singles
and doubles, taking fourth in
singles.
" I think Saturday I played some
of the best tennis I ve ever played,
but Sunday I didn't play very well
at all.'' A. lakupcin said.
Other top finishers for the
Falcons included a third place
from Homer in flight three and
freshman l.ibby Harrison's tie for
third in flight six. Romer defeated
Sarah Horning of UT 6-1, 6-0 in
the consolation match.
BG had an opportunity to size
up some of their MAC compctition at this tournament, and what
they saw was impressive. Buffalo
claimed four singles and two
doubles crowns. UT's Myriam
Cueva won the top flight's singles title and paired with Funice
Paravicini to add a doubles victory in flight one.
"Buffalo was dynamite all the
way down the line." Dean said.
"We're going to have to work
extremely hard to beat them this
year. Toledo was extremely tough,

Fun key to success
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 6

File Photo BGNews
GETTING SERIOUS: Ted Piepkow, senior, is ready to lead the Falcon
defense by playing with passion, intelligence and having fun again.

has not been at a level that we
can be successful with." Piepkow
said. "We need to get the fire
back, the work ethic."
Getting the defense where it
needs to be will require an energy
the Falcons haven't displayed yet.
said Piepkow, and he knows it
is up to him to lead by example,
both on arid off the field.
The best way to lead the
defense is to eliminate the negativity and just have fun again.
"Having fun out there, it spreads
by example," he said. "Everybody
has to feed off each other. If I can
be a guy who makes a play and
gets excited, there is going to be
a guy next to me Uiat gets excited
and then the next guy."
Piepkow has already seen
results in the past few practices.
"Over the weekend we had two
really spirited practices. A lot of
hitting going on, a lot of guys getting excited," he said.
Brandon has also liked what
he has seen out of his defense

over the weekend, "We got after it
pretty aggressively on the weekend," Brandon said. "We did a
three-on-lhree 'hamburger' drill
where we just blocked and tackled; basically |we| pounded on
each other for an hour."
Piepkow admitted he is not
over the loss at Boise State, and
said he looks forward to finally
gelling rid of all die frustration
on Saturday at the homecoming
game against Temple.
"It's definitely not out of my
system yet, "he said. "I don't think
it's mil of our coaches'system. 1
think everyone has a bad taste in
their mouth."
He is confident, and hungry
to win, but he said while a win
is important, its not the only
important thing for the Falcons
to accomplish on Saturday.
"A win is a win, but we need to
come out and perform at a level
of intensity that we haven't yet
this season. We need to come out
and play 11(1 Falcon football that
we're used, to and that the fans
are used lii."'

lOStl Phillips BGNfWS

GAME. SET, MATCH: Kelsey Jakupcin, junior from Dublin. Ohio, gets ready
to return a serve during a recent practice tor the tennis team.

especially at the top. When we
play Toledo in our dual match I
drink it will be a dogfight"
A. Jakupcin said the team
didn't display their best tennis at
this tournament, but since they
are working hard in the weight
room and getting in belter shape.
they are going to keep Improving;
Dean agreed, and cited the |«isitives of the tournament as the

chemistry ol the doubles teams
and die positive attitudes of her

athletes,
"We had Mime matches where
we went downhill, that again is
jusi ceiling 'match tough," she
said.

Hui everybody on the team had
al leasi one good match," Dean
said, "it was our first tournament
Its still very early in the season."

Indians stay cool for
remaining games
By Joe Milicia
IHI ASS0CIMED PRESS

CLEVELAND — The Cleveland
Indians are taking their biggest
lioinesiand in years in stride.
Take Scott Flarton, who's
pitching the lirsi and last games
of a six-game stretch that Will
determine whether Cleveland
makes the playoffs for the tirsl
time since 2001.
Two hours before his start last
night he was watching "Deuce
Bigalow: Male Gigolo" and
doing a crossword puzzle in the
clubhouse.
lust a few minutes earlier the
entire clubhouse was howling
at a tape of designated hitler
Travis I lather talking with an
interviewer who kepi calling
him Travis I loffman.
ll was a Spike TV practical
joke set up by left fielder Coco
Crisp.
No pressure here.
"I just want diese guys to keep

oeing who they are," Indians
manager Eric Wedge said.

I le hasn't spoken to the team
about die final six games and
how important they are. No
need In, lie said.
"These gins know where
they're at I he) know what
time of year it is." Wedge said.
" [here'sa silent intensity about
them."
With six games left going into
last night, Cleveland, New folk
and Boston were lied with 92
wins. Hie playofl scenarios an
endless. lieie'sa lew:

— If the Indians win six
straight, the)' become the Al
( entral Division champs in one
of the iiinsi improbable comebacks in baseball history
— Win five of six they've
guaranteed themselves the wild
card because either New fork
or Boston will lose at leas) twice
when they plaj each other this
INDIANS. PAGE 8

NOW LEASING FOR MAY '0i

Properties Co,
Houses That Feel Like Homes
prettirtdpropoitiotco co

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Piedmont

• Mini Mall Apts.

• Updated Birchwood
- small pels allowed

• Triplex
- small pets allowed

• See our website or call for many more listings

GREAT
AFFORDABLE
FALL RATES;

EXTRA LARGE
BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE!

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Fans lack team spirit
INDIANS, FROM PAGE 7

weekend
— Go 4-2 and they're assured
of at least a one-game playoff
against the Yankees or Red Sox
for the wild card.
— Win half the games or less
and they'll need some help.
The Indians say they aren't
thinking about any of that.
"Everybody's looking too far
ahead that's outside of this clubhouse," Crisp said. "We've just got
to try to win each daySecond baseman Ronnie
Belliard said they plan to do
what they've done all season:
have fun.
"I don't feel any pressure. Why
feel pressure now? This is fun,"
Belliard said. "I played in tinCaribbean World Series. You're
playing for your country there.
You lose and everybody asks you
what happened. That's some
pressure. But nothing compares
to right now. This is the best."
Crisp said one of the things

The BG News
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keeping this week from having a
playoff atmosphere is the empty
seats at Jacobs Held.
He said it's been disappointing
that fans haven't come out as the
Indians have dimlxxl into the
playoff race.
"Once I step out there and we
actually have that one seat in
the corner where you can't see
the game that well filled in —
I'll probably get excited then,"
he said. "Since we're only packing like 15,000 a night in here
and we're making a great run it
hasn't been that exciting."
The Indians have the thirdlowest attendance in the
American League.
There were plenty of tickets
left for each game in the Tampa
Bay series, but the Saturday
and Sunday games against
the Chicago White Sox are
sold out.
"Hopefully, the sellouts they
say are happening are an indication of what's to come next
year," Crisp said.

Personals
$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes. free) fundraising programs EQUALS S1.000-$3,000 in
earnings lor your group Call TODAY lor up to S600 in Bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. |888) 923-3238.
or visit wmLcampuslundraiser.com

Travel
!!il_Sorlna Break Webtitel LOW
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people.
gel 12th trip Iree! Group discounts
lor&»www.SpringBreakOiscount»
COTTLor www.lelSureTours.corn < r
800-838-8202

Andy's Hotdogs. Late night 3am.
Thursday. Friday & Saturday
Behind Circle K convenience store
by the RR tracks 353-7000
Campus Pollyeyes
Save Gas... We Deliver
11am- 1am

352-9638

Travel

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

brought to you by
•MOVIE EXTRAS"
Earn S150-S300 Per Day.
All Looks/ Types Needed.
TV. Music, Videos. Commercials.
Film, Print. No E*p. Necessary
Call 7 days 1-800-260-3949 x3800
Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car'
Now paying dnvers $800-53200 a
month. Pick up your free car key today. www.freecarkey.com
Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys.

www.moneyaulhor.com
Gymnastics Coach: Tues., Thurs..
& Fndays. Contact Perrysburg
Gymnastics 419-874-9383
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Lawn Maintenance Pan » Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns
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INTERNET WORKi $8 75- $38.50/
hr! FT/PT/Summer. $25 Bonus!
Sludentsu reeysile.com/bgnews2
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Call 352-5822.
Nanny needed for 4 1/2 year old.
Must have desire to teach preschool
activities. Ptease email with schedule, phone number, and desired pay
sumolmy@yahoo.com.
Our company is seeking employees
to perform light production work.
Flexible hours: 7:30/8:30-11:30am:
Noon-2:30pm:2 30pm-5:00pm;
5:30pm-8:30pm and Saturdays.
Easy walk Irom Campus. $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
15 hours per week. Overtime available. Apply at Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc., 428 Clough Slreel.
Bowling Green, OH 43402. EOE
PART TIME LABORER/ HELPER
Local comp. looking for individual to
help with general maintenance/
painting/ organizing internet expenence. Must have own transportation.
419-352-2581 days.

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
26
28
29
30
32
33
37
41
42

Cut back
Hand signal
Passing scent
Baking box
Declare firmly
Painter Matisse
Barbed remark
Towel word
"Rocket Man" rocker John
_-Neisse line
"Canterbury Tales" locale
Popularized myth
Smarmy reptiles?
Choice: abbr.
Banns word
Sure shot
"Mlddlemarch" author
Pierre's pal
Gray and Candler
Sweet reptile?
Ike's ex
Mature

43
44
45
47
48
54
55
56
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Uprising
January In Leon
Female surfer
Settle a score
Nemo's creator
Hosp. areas
Breathe laboriously
Hagar the Horrible's
lady
Change starter?
Palm leal
Discovers
On the up and up
Biblical preposition
Kind of duck?
Faction
Precollege, briefly
S. American tuber
Goddess of folly
Timetable abbr.
Surveillance jobs
Kal Kan rival
Understands
Washes
Petri dish medium

__ myrtle
Gardner of "Mogambo"
Feel poorly
Ring wins
Utile reptile?
Virgil's hero
Decide
Musical unit
"The Plague" author
Musical medley
Continental money
Clear the board
Sour
Winchester rival
Force units
Black-and-white cookie
Fast jets, for short

40 Bruins of coll,
sports
44 Humiliates
45 Strive (toward)

46 Wholly
48 Walked worriedly

49 LSD's Timothy
50
51
52
53
57
58
60

Sap the nerve
Verdun's river
Of the sun
Leg joints
Racing gait
Billions o( years
Of the ear
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Student Work
Immediate Openings
S11.75 base/appt, flex, sched. cust
sales/ sen/ice. all ages 17 S older,
conditions apply, 419-861-6134

Italian Restaurant

MB-I

A V Mil H V A

121 S.uih Main Si.
Bowlii

I inc Wines
For Sale

-Vitnc'nl'ic Italian C uisine

3 tickets for Nine Inch Nails with
Queens ol the Stoneage-in Cleveland Oct.9 a) Gund Arena-Spin $56
per ticket Call 419-422-2191

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Roommate needed in Copper
Beech. Brand new apartment
S270 a month. Call 740-225-6714.

Roommate wanted working educated to share large country home.
419-345-2528

"$199.00 Mo.. 926 E. Woosler,
Rooms plus 1 + 6 Bdrm.Houses. All
next to campus. & Avail. NOW. Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also 2nd.
Sem. 1 ,2, & 4 Bdrm apts .rooms.
Low as S199 per month.

3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now.

Apartment for Sublease: Renter
Needed Immediatry. Got a Job in
Kansas. Rent is $500 a month.Cable, Gas. and Utilities (except electricity) included in Rent. Close to
Campus, t Bedroom. Call (901)275-4106 for information Willing to
Compromise on the Price.

Wanted

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE1
5 Days From $299! Includes Meals.
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed!
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386.
CANCUN, ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499! Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company1 Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks.
Biggest Celebnty Parties' On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed1
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 06 Don! Gel Lett Out
Now Hiring Reps Organize Small
Group & Travel Free1 Book Early:
Save Big $$$. Free Meals Besl
Flights, www.sunsplashtours com
1.800.426 7710.

Copper Beech Sub Leaser
Needed ASAPI Will be living with 3
other males Rent is S336 a monlh.
More info call Garret at:
419-308-0744
Roommate wanted 219 N. Enterprise. Rent S250 .utilities/ mo.
Please conlacl Dan at

330-603-0908

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up lo S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Relationship Issues?
Adjusting to college life?
Drugs & atosM becoming a prsMm?

Spring Break 2008. Travel with
STS. Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator lo Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulca, Bahamas and Florida Now
Hiring on-campus reps. Call (or
group discounts Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or

"Its early but students are knocking
down my door for houses, next lo
campus. 06-07 S.Y. (Multiple students unrelated over 3 allowed)
Call 419-353-0325 10 am-9pm Listings avail.24/7 al 316 E. Merry #3.
812 3rd SI. Close lo BGSU,
newly painled, 3 BR, 1 Balh.
privacy fenced in bk. yard,
$840/ mo +dep. you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

419-353-8206.
Affordable large bedroom. Close lo
campus. Residential neighborhood.
No pets. 1 year leas required, Grad
student preferred. $390/ month,
419-654-5716

2 BR. Near BGSU. Downtown, AH
new, Yard. W/D, No pets. S495/mo.

419-360-7113

4 bedroom house. First block of
Manville. Newly remodeled.
419-352-5239
Victorian apts. 427 N. Main. Reduced S 1 Grand 10 ft, ceilings, oak
trim & floors. DW. WD. 2. Either 3
Ig. rooms rented either individual or
as apt Unique & Grand. 3. Unique
Loft space DW. 386 405-3318

Bowling Green State University

Sept. 26-Oct. 2

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
■ Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!
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4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium

Banner Contest Turn-in

During the game (weather permitting)

2 p.m., 401 Bowen-Thompson

Dashboard ConfessionalUAO Show

Student Union

tefMMtfKH) :i 401.4 «.'».!» is;
[Mf*»ffff«iriiH(Ki)]

Falcon Fireworks

N

Allies in Mental Health, LLC
130 S. Main St, Suite 218 Bowling Green
419.3S4.AIMHI2464)

419-353-7715 1~S

Turn in entries

8 p.m., Anderson Arena

Pep Rally and Royalty
Crowning

Open Skate

6:30 p.m., Anderson Arena

8-10 p.m., Ice Arena

$10 students; $15 general public

FREE admission for students wearing
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BGSU apparel
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"Don't be afraid to
cross the street"
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Checfc Out Our
WeeSrly Specials!

/$^W Dinner^
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Roast Pork Loin

Wednesday

9 Mashed Pncaroea, Gravy, Coleslaw,
Vegetable and Combread Stuffing.

O.J. Buraqui

* From 4 pm until 9 p

tCS»®

Mat**"*

5th annual Freddie and
Frieda 5K Fun Run/Walk
7:30 a.m. registration, 9 a.m. start,
Student Recreation Center

Falcon Volleyball vs.
Northern Illinois

Falcon Football Fiesta

3 p.m., Anderson Arena

Noon to 3 p.m.. West Side,

Open Skate

Doyt Perry Stadium

3-5:30 p.m., 7-8:45 p.m.. Ice Arena

Sponsored by the Division of

FREE admission for students wearing

Student Affairs

BGSU apparel

Alumni BIG Family BBQ
1:30 p.m.. Meijer Tailgate Park,
Doyt Perry Stadium

Greek Events
Many fraternities and sororities will be

All alumni, family, Falcon fans, staff and

hosting special Homecoming events.

friends are invited to enjoy light picnic

Contact your chapter for more details or

fare at the 3rd annual BBQ. Sponsored by

check www.greekbgsu.com.

the BGSU Alumni Association

Thursday
lues nW (EM rVsus
Furumc Joan CUUWII

Meijer Tailgate Park

Questions? Contact Campus

2-4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium

Involvement, 419-372-2343

Falcon Football vs.
Temple Owls
4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium
419 151 2277

In Downiown Bowling Gteen

Saturday

imBwuSaiiSnTiu
Smoking 9 Non-Smofcing
Dining Rooms

ft***

«Bft

BGSU

Check the Web site for updates and more details:

http://homecoming.bgsu.edu

